Pathophysiology of glaucoma and continuous measurements of intraocular pressure.
Glaucoma is a leading cause of visual impairment and blindness worldwide. The main risk factor for glaucoma is an elevated intraocular pressure (IOP), which is also the only currently treatable risk factor. Despite its importance, our understanding of IOP is incomplete and our ability to measure IOP is limited. IOP is known to undergo both random fluctuations as well as variations following a circadian pattern. In humans, IOP is highest at night and lower during the daytime, largely due to changes in body position, although other factors appear to contribute. In rabbits, IOP is also highest at night and lower during the day, likely due to circadian variations in sympathetic nervous system activity. Random and circadian IOP variations may be important to glaucoma pathogenesis, independent of the diurnal IOP level. However, due to limitations with current IOP measurement technology, clinical practice typically involves only a few IOP measurements per year. As well, current technology does not allow 24-hour monitoring of pressure without the use of sleep laboratories or hospital admission. Two strategies for automating IOP measurement are temporary (non-invasive) monitoring and permanent (implantable) monitoring. Efforts at developing devices to allow continuous IOP monitoring have occurred for over 40 years without producing a clinical device. Current technological progress would seem to suggest that such devices are possible at this time, and a review of previous attempts provides guidelines for their development.